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Life is Black and White… Isn’t it?
Or so it seems to Class 9 as they explore and wrestle
with the many polarities we experience in the world.
They are searching to bring themselves into harmony
with the world after a chaotic time of being out of
balance due to the rapid physical growth and of
puberty. They find their bodies are now stronger and
heavier and their minds far sharper, active and critical.
The Class 9 student is experiencing a much clearer
structure emerging in their thinking, allowing them to
see cause and effect in their discovery of the world.
There is a great quest to be independent and free
individuals in balance with the world around them, but
also a crying out to be emotionally comforted and
nurtured, with the knowledge that they are normal and
ok. Strangely the safest place to test out their
newfound sympathy, judgement and aversion to the
world around them is their parents and authority
figures, with a thorough examination of every routine
and rule.
It is here that our curriculum seeks to meet the
students. Presenting to students the space between the
black and white polarities of life and assisting in the
process of understanding and harmonizing with the
world around them, thereby empowering our students
to engage consciously and responsibly with our planet.

themselves and develop their own sense of self, better
understanding their roots and strengthening the
relationship with their community and country. Their
sense of justice, empathy and respect for people with
different cultural values and beliefs is also informed
through both Indigenous and migrant literature. The
Tragedy and Comedy main lesson then mirrors their
experience by placing students squarely in the tension
between the polar experiences of compassion and fear,
love and anxiety, and death and rebirth.
The Science curriculum extends students understanding
of what underlies the world around them and their
place within it. Students break down common
substances such as alcohol, greenhouse gases, and
anesthetics growing their understanding and respect of
these substances, whilst finding their own orientation in
the world. They then cultivate their love for details
through learning to create substances from basic
ingredients. Their intellectual strength is tested through
exploring Telecommunication and Combustion,
empowering students to appreciate much of what
allows the world we live in to operate.
...Continued on Page 4

Students are confronted with the darker side of modern
history both in Australia and the modern age. Through
exploring different perspectives and contrasting human
experiences that have shaped Australia and modern
life, they also reflect on their own lives, aspirations and
questions of freedom and responsibility, whilst finding a
connection with their place and time.
Through a study of Australian literature this concept is
built on further, allowing students to ground
Class 10 Collaboration
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Exciting PE Classes

Class 9 take part in a Refugee camp.
As part of the class 9 Outdoor Education curriculum,
students took part in a Refugee Camp at Oyster Cove
just before the Easter break, including a day at school
exploring the issues that surround this timely and
relevant topic.

Last Term Class 7 participated in kayaking lessons at
Browns River, Kingston and Class 6 enjoyed a day of
surfing lessons at Clifton Beach on the last day of Term
1.
Class 9 are currently exploring the sport of Fencing in PE

While it is impossible to duplicate an authentic refugee
experience, students were asked to step outside their
usual camping experiences (and their usual comfort
zones) and make at least a small step in empathy

after missing this opportunity due to Covid last year. It
has been a wonderful dive into history, respect and
honour for opponents, fancy footwork and Olympic
sports.

towards the many millions of people displaced by

Avery from Van Diemen Fencing Club runs classes in the

persecution and conflict in the world (or the staggering

school hall each Saturday during term time if your keen

3.5 billion people … half of the world’s population …

to give it a go yourself!

living on less than $5.50 per day).

Greg

We attempted to live simply, and work together to
improvise

solutions

and

overcome

challenges,

becoming a little more independent and self reliant.
Students hopefully came to appreciate their privileged
place in the world where shelter, plentiful and varied
food, and clean drinking water is taken for granted.
The students slept under a tarp with gear that they
carried in a couple shopping bags. They worked on
neighbouring farms for ‘rations’ to supplement the food
cooked over the fire. Some time was dedicated to
school work in an open air classroom in between
tending cooking fire and chopping onions.
Many thanks to John & Susan for sharing their home
and making this camp possible. Shoring up the sleeping
tarp against a deluge of rain at 2am is another of John’s
special talents!
Hopefully students will see their place in the world with
a little more focus, and begin to strive for a more
humane world.
Frank

News and Events
The Eagles Nest Produce
Stall
Class 6 has just finished a Business Maths Main
Lesson. We have learned so much that we are opening
a produce stall (The Eagles Nest) each Monday
afternoon this term from 2 - 3pm. The Eagles Nest is
located at the small wooden building just outside the
school garden (the one we built way back when we
were in Class 3).
We will be selling a variety of goods including fresh
produce, homemade lemonade, dog treats, dried fruits
and crafts.

All of the profits from our stall will be

donated to Raptor Refuge and hopefully go towards
helping an injured bird one day.
We are interested in purchasing excess fruit and
vegetables from our wider school community's gardens
to stock our weekly produce stall (especially since our
sheep ate all our garden vegies in the holidays). Please
contact Bel, our Class Teacher, if you have something
spare (isabellak@tarremah.tas.edu.au).
We hope to see you on Monday 2 May from 2pm - 3pm
and every Monday for the rest of Term 2.

Class 5 Harvested the Jerusalem Artichoke
bed. What a bounty!

Class 6

Term Dates 2021
Term 2: Tuesday 20 April to Friday 25 June
Student Free Day: Monday 19 April
Term 3: Monday 19 July to Friday 24 September

ANZAC Day Ceremony

Student Free Day: Monday 16 August

Class 10 led an ANZAC Day commemorative service for

Term 4: Tuesday 12 October to Thursday 9 December

the Secondary School last Friday. It was a sombre and

Student Free Day: Monday 11 October

reverent ceremony that highlighted the loss, lives, and

School Holiday: Friday 22 October

experiences of those who served in WW1.

Student Free Day: Monday 8 November

Understanding the Principles of Steiner
Education - Discussion to Support Parenting
& Nourish Families

Honeysuckle Room – Tarremah

Continued from page 1...
Through Geomorphology our growing students engage
an area of endless interest in the mineral world, which
is then placed in a wider context of our world,
generating

Facilitated by Annie Ball

an

environmental

awareness

and

consciousness of our inner resources. Physiology

To reserve your place call:

explores the skeletal and muscular structures that form

Annie Ball on 0417 362 128

the basis for our intentionality and purpose in life,

or Email: annieball55@gmail.com
Week 2 (6 May, 7pm—9pm & 7 May, 9:15am—

through comparisons between animals and humans,
students

self-understanding

and

awareness

are

stimulated allowing for the beginnings of personal

11:15am)

responsibility to emerge.

Discussion Topic
Nourishing children at home and at school—festivals &

Topics such as statistics, conic sections, algebra,

telling stories. Working in the wisdom realm—parents/

geometry and trigonometry in math help students to

teachers as Elders

balance the concepts of randomness, choice and

Hands-on activity

fairness; providing links between the seemingly random

Crafts for an Autumn Nature table

and distant features of triangles, whilst developing their

Week 3 (20 May, 7pm—9pm & 21 May 9:15am—

confidence in the power of thinking and taking initiative
to explore new ideas through logical thought and the

11:15am)

building of sequential proofs.

Discussion Topic
Identifying the behaviours in our own family—crafting

It is an exciting but dangerous time for our class 9

our own therapeutic stories

students – they’ve got to be responsible for themselves

Hands-on activity

but also the world. It is a collision of the moral and

Crafts for an Autumn Nature table continued

practical life, a transferal of ideas into ideals, ideals to

Week 4 (3 June, 7pm—9pm & 4 June,

9:15am—

11:15am)
Discussion Topic

applied practice and discovery to creation. What a
journey they are on!
Greg

Identifying & travelling with our children through vital
milestones of change
Hands-on activity
Sharing our therapeutic stories & wax/clay modelling
Week 5 (17 June, 7pm—9pm & 18 June, 9:15am—
11:15am)
Discussion Topic

Publishing details

Understanding & working with the temperaments.
What we need to know about ourselves and our
children
Hands-on activity
Some role-play work?
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